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Appendix E  Graph Figures Gone Bad 
 

This appendix for the Engineering Lab Reports Manual is intended to address common 
errors seen in graph figures in student papers.  Examples are shown of the original figures (and 
titles) from student papers, and then comments will be made on what is wrong.  In a sense, this is 
intended to do for these graphs what the “Sentences Gone Bad” appendix does for simple 
English usage.  However, in most cases the original data or image in a form that could be easily 
modified is not available.  So, in some cases it is not practical to show a “fixed” version of the 
figure, and in other cases the “fix” has been made as superimposed material, where ideally one 
would be better off modifying the original artwork. 
 

Figures fall into several different categories.  At this time, the figures included here are 
either graphs.  Schematics are dealt with in Appendix F.  [At this time, most of the example 
figures have been drawn from student work in EE252.  More ME figures, and EE figures from 
other aspects of EE are needed.  A more varied selection of examples will be sought in the 
future.  Some of those here now are redundant and could be replaced.] 
 
Example 1  Frequency response graph for an amplifier 
	
Original graph (same size as original): 

	

Figure 1: Bode Plot for original bias point 
The original graph was a cut and paste out of a circuit simulator program (LTSpice) with no 
effort to make it more readable or understandable for the report reader.  The problems include: 

1. No label shown on either axis.  The horizontal axis should be Frequency, and the Vertical 
axes “Response” (or |A(f)| or something equivalent) and “Phase Response”.  The axis 
labels already include the units, so you don’t need “Frequency (Hz)”. 

2.  The print is a bit small.  (I’ve seen much smaller!)  If the reader needs a magnifying 
glass to read anything, it is too small.  Here the type is on the borderline of acceptability.  
(Hint: If you want the printing to be larger, you have to either choose axis options in the 
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image source program to make it so, or make the window being copied smaller so that the 
type size is, in comparison, larger.) 

3. There are no grid lines.  One needs a ruler and a pencil to scribe vertical or horizontal 
lines to get any sort of quantitative information from the graph.  The reader should not 
have to do that!  If there are particular point or values of interest, annotate the graph to 
show them!  (Horizontal grid lines need to be done cleverly to avoid confusion when 
plotting two quantities that do not use the same scale, as is the case here.) 

4. There is a thin grey line across the top of the figure.  This is an artifact from the copy and 
paste process.  It should not be there. 

5. The identification “V[n003]” is meaningless.  In the original simulation, this indicated the 
node at which the measurement was made.  That function, if needed, should be in the 
title. 

6. This is a bit of a quibble, but the phase angle for a system with “poles” and “zeros” tends 
to jump in units of 90 degrees.  Annotating the phase with major grid lines of 90 degrees, 
and showing numbers for at least 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees (or negatives of those) 
would be helpful. 

 
This figure was modified by copying it into a graphics “draw” program, and adding grid 
lines, blocking out the artifacts, and adding labels and annotations.  It is also enlarged so that 
the numbers are more easily read. 

 
As Modified: 

 
 

Figure 2: Bode Plot for original bias point 
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Example 2:  Transient response observation from a circuit simulation. 
(slightly reduced from the original) 

 
Figure 3. Input(green) V.S. output(blue) signals for the common emitter amplifier from Figure 2 
	
	

This is a photograph of the computer monitor rather than being a proper graph.  It shows 
artifacts in the form of reflections.  It is distorted.  (Note that the top horizontal line isn’t 
horizontal.)  The type is unreadable.  The image is light color on black, which will use up lots of 
ink or toner and won’t produce as readable an image on paper as will black on white.  Even a 
simple screen clip done on the computer is better than this!  If you must start with something like 
this, it needs to be redrawn or image processed considerably to clean it up and make it 
presentable.  It’s better to just start over and do it right the first time.  Below is the best I could 
do starting with the image above.  It took a bit of image processing before adding needed axes, 
labels, and annotations to get what is shown below.  It is still slightly distorted. 
 

 
Figure 3. Input and output (larger) signals for the common emitter amplifier from Figure 2 
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Example 3:  Oscilloscope observations of a time domain signal 
 

 
Figure 7. Input- output signal graph for “modification 1” 

As a graph, this is completely unsatisfactory.  There are no axes, labels, and quantities.  
The viewer has no idea what the peak to peak Voltage is, or the frequency.  Furthermore, the 
image is not squared up: the horizontal lines are not horizontal and the vertical lines are not 
vertical.  It is also black background rather than white, which works poorly on paper in a report. 

Occasionally it is important to include actual imagery from an oscilloscope or some other 
instrument in a report.  If you have to start with an image like this, put it into a graphics program 
and rotate it until it is at least close to square.  (Here that’s still a bit problematic because the 
image is “keystoned”.)  Add labels and numbers.  Do a “negative” or other color transformation 
so that when printed in monochrome (black and white) you get a clear image, as seen below. 
 

 
Figure 7. Input- output signals for “modification 1” 
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Example 4:  Transient response graph 

 

Figure 8: Virtual Bench input and output voltages 

In the figure above, rather than prepare a proper graph, the student simply included a 
screen shot of the (virtual) instrument, as if that was an adequate substitute.  It is not.  A proper 
graph figure has axis labels, units, numbers, and a legend to identify the different curves.  This 
image has none of those things.  The student preparing this perhaps thought, “The reader can 
look at the oscilloscope settings and figure all of that out.”  But, the oscilloscope settings are too 
small and blurred to be read.  Moreover, it is the report writer’s responsibility to interpret raw 
results to show and point out what is meaningful.  This figure essentially says, “You figure it all 
out; I don’t have time.”  Or, “This isn’t important enough to do properly.”  Neither conveys a 
favorable impression of the writer. 

The number of cycles shown should be reduced so that the features can be enlarged.  
Seeing 11 identical cycles doesn’t add to what showing three cycles would have conveyed to the 
reader.  In this case, the original figure submitted by the student in his lab report did not have 
enough resolution to “fix it up”.  No “fixed up” version of this one can be shown, but it would 
have looked much like the earlier two.  At least in this case the axes are square (and there is no 
keystoning) because it was done via screen capture rather than a camera. 
 
Example 5:  Simulation Transient Response graph: 
 

 

Figure 4: Transient Display for the Common Emitter Amplifier 
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 This is from a circuit simulator.  The numbers are way too small to read, there are no grid 
lines, and there is a thick black border artifact that should be removed.  In a report, usually 
figures should not have borders.  There are no labels for either axis, and nothing identifies which 
curve is which (there is no legend).  In reworking this figure, the left half is expanded to show 
fewer cycles with the lettering larger and more readable.  (It has also been changed to greyscale 
to save image storage space.)  Gridlines and annotations were added. 
 

 
Figure 4: Transient Display for the Common Emitter Amplifier 

 
Example 6:  Magnitude response plot for an amplifier, from lab data 
	

	
Figure 7: Bode Plot 
 

This is typical of a figure prepared from a table of data taken during a lab exercise, with 
Excel used to produce the figure.  It is titled a “Bode Plot”.  A Bode plot actually includes two 
graphs, one for Magnitude (as here) and one for Phase (not shown).  So this should properly be 
titled “Magnitude Bode Plot for the Amplifier.”  The figure and title should be centered. 
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Apparently the student was in such a hurry that he didn’t bother to put in a vertical axis 

title.  “Axis title” as a title is not useful, and does not give units.  For a Bode Plot, the vertical 
axis should be in dB (deciBels).  The logarithmic vertical scale is equivalent to that, but not quite 
the same. 
 

The horizontal scale, in Hz, is a bit problematic because of the large range.  By the right 
side of the figure, seven digits are needed.  It would be better to shift to 1K for 1000 and 1M for 
1000000.  If one needed a frequency scale over many orders of magnitude, this is preferable for a 
clearly readable graph.  That modification probably cannot be easily done in Excel; you may 
have to do it with image postprocessing before pasting your figure into Word.  Note that the 
leftmost frequency should have been 10 Hz, not 1 Hz, since there is no data between those 
frequencies.  Also, Frequency should be capitalized since it is a title, if only for an axis. 
 

Some additional details:  There should be no border.  The labels, numbers, and axes 
should be black, not grey.  (Grey is OK for grid lines perhaps, but when copied on a typical 
copier, grey lines may become black or disappear.) 
 
Example 7  Bode plot frequency response from experimental data 
 

 
Figure 13. Experimental Data for frequency V.S. gain. Notice the drop off towards the mega 

frequencies as Cmiller begins to take over. Reference Figure 15 for comparison with simulated 
results. 

 
 Here is another graph similar to that of Example 6 above.  This one has more things 
wrong.  First, there should be no title above the figure; there will already be a title below it.  
Titles above are for viewgraphs in presentations.  In papers, figure numbers and titles are below 
the figure.  Here, the figure title has another problem.  It is too long!  The writer tried to have the 
figure title substitute for text in his paper.  A figure title should be short, identifying with 
sufficient precision what is being shown.  Explanations should be made in the text, preferably.  If 
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an explanatory note is needed in the figure proper, it should be included as an annotation in the 
figure itself.  Also, the abbreviation for “versus” is “vs.”, not “V.S.” 
 
 There are no vertical grid lines; there should be.  The horizontal axis should start at 100 
Hz, not 1 Hz.  Whether individual data points are marked (as in the previous example, but not 
here), that is a choice of the author.  When the number of data points is small, they are usually 
shown.  When they are numerous, they can add confusion and clutter, and may be omitted, 
perhaps with error bars or other methods used to show scatter if applicable.  As with the previous 
case, the frame should be omitted, and frequency notation in KHz or MHz at higher frequencies 
is better though not easily accomplished. 
 
Example 8:  Frequency Response Phase Plot 
 

 
 
Figure 10. Measured common emitter phase response 
 
 Here, again, no title should appear above the figure.  The figure should have no frame, 
and the axes and labeling should be in black.  Light grey often disappears when printed or 
copied.  As with earlier examples, higher frequencies in KHz or MHz is preferred.  The author of 
this figure made an error, by labeling the frequency axis as the Log of frequency.  That is 
incorrect; it is frequency, but on a log scale. 
 
 The phase angle labeling is technically correct.  In this case it is indeed correct to start 
with 0 at the top, since phase shifts in a negative direction with increasing frequency.  But it 
would have been better to configure Excel to label the frequency values in 90 or 45 degree 
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increments rather than 50 degree increments.  It is most important to see where (at what 
frequencies) the phase is close to 180 degrees.  Here, that is between 10KHz and 100KHz, but 
that isn’t obvious.  Similarly, if not every decade is to be represented by a grid line (as here), at 
least be sure to include 1KHz, 1MHz, etc. if those frequencies appear. 
 
 
Example 9:  Another frequency response plot 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Class AB Amplifier at 1/10th Power Studied Graphically - Midband Frequency. 
	

This graph originally took up a whole page.  The reason is that the student was trying to 
give enough resolution to the left edge near the axis, where a lot of the “interesting stuff” 
happens.  (The original print was a bit small, but legible).  The basic problem is that this is a case 
where a log scale should have been used for the horizontal axis. 
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Other problems include the lack of axis labels, absence of useful grid lines, some detritus 

of artifacts at the bottom, and the light green color of the graphs, which likely will not show up, 
or will be very faint, in monochrome.  The labeling and axes seem more grey than black. 
 
Example 10:  Another Frequency Response plot 
 

 

Figure 9: Frequency Response for the amplifier 

	
 This figure shares the problem of including a frame, and grey rather than black axes and 
labeling.  The horizontal axis does not make sense.  It is labeled as being in units of “dBHz”, 
whatever that is.  It should be in units of frequency.  It would seem that perhaps the label should 
have read “Logarithm of Frequency.  Using a log scale is much better. 
 

Another problem is that the horizontal axis is not at the bottom.  There are occasions, 
such as plots of sinusoids and some other waveforms, where an axis placed other than at the 
bottom is appropriate.  Here, the writer has simply accepted the Excel default.  The axis labeling 
needs to be moved to the bottom, in this case to “-30 dB”.  There should be a compelling reason 
for placement other than at the bottom.  For a sinusoid, the placement at zero helps define 
symmetry or a sense of what both the DC and AC components are.  If unity gain was particularly 
important, such as in a feedback system, that might justify an axis at 0 dB (or better, a special 
annotation). 
 

There is no good reason not to connect the dots to form a continuous graph.  The reason 
for not doing so is if a more fully populated graph would show discontinuities, resonances, or 
other odd behavior.  There’s no reason to believe that is the case here. 
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Example 11:  Another Bode plot: 
	

   
9  

Vo/Vin (dB)  

Phase Shift (degrees)  

Figure 2: Frequency Sweep of Common Emitter Amplifier Circuit 
Theoretical (log scale for amplitude, frequency, and phase angle)  

 Aside from missing axis labeling (which the words shown between graph and title were 
supposed to substitute for), this is a case where the image quality of the graph is just not good.  
Perhaps it could have been scaled at larger size before doing a screen capture?  Post-processed 
somehow?  It’s hard to say.  In other respects, this would otherwise be satisfactory.  The grid 
lines are there, and the numbers are small but would be readable except for the quality problem.  
The author did a good job of configuring the source application window and graph prior to doing 
a screen shot. 
 
 
Example 12:  Bode plot for a very wide frequency range: 
	

 

Figure 9: Frequency Response for the second Radio Design 
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This figure suffers from many of the same issues noted earlier, including a lack of grid 

lines, lettering way too small, no axis labels, and the node numbering artifact at the top.  It is an 
interesting graph, with dramatic features at two different resonant frequencies.  On the left at 
(unreadable), there is a notch where the signal is nulled out, and at right a resonant positive peak.  
At each of these resonant features there is a dramatic shift of 180 degrees each in phase.  
Wouldn’t you like to know the frequency where these things happen?  Good luck reading it from 
the graph (especially with no grid lines).  The writer should annotate the figure to give you this 
information, and perhaps also give the size of the spikes in dB.  The behavior of the circuit at 
relatively low frequencies (say, below 1KHz) isn’t particularly interesting or relevant, and could 
have been omitted in the report (perhaps with just a remark).  That would have made it easier to 
give higher resolution to the frequencies of interest.  The authors showed cursors positioned at 
the peak of the passband resonance, but the figure does not have an annotation to give the 
particulars; it was probably put in the text, but on the figure as well would have been helpful.  
Without the annotation, why include the cursor markers?  They are a distraction and may be 
confused with attributes of the phase response. 


